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By Daniel C Posney

I AM Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 158 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.4in.While
sitting in a coffee shop in Sedona, Arizona, Daniel suddenly feels a strong divine calling to
experience a life of devotion and faith. Setting out on what would become a 3000-mile motorcycle
ride through rain, wind, hail and snow, Daniel left a fulfilling relationship, close friends and
enriching spiritual life in a city known for its red rocks, intense energy and seekers of
enlightenment. Even more difficult than the late winter weather would be faith. Faith that would
carry Daniel through and allow him to let go of all temptations to plan or control the journey. Along
the way, Daniel discovers his own truths about mastering his own life and living from love and
knowing that we are always protected and provided for. . . if we let it. This is a true story of divine
awakening and spiritual experience, of learning and practicing conscious communication and
cultivating love relationships more expansive than ever thought possible. One White Stone is a
journey across the Western United States and a guide in living in self-mastery as an awakened
human. One White Stone serves as a guide for...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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